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This story has all the ingredients of a best-selling western novel: adventure, gold fever, exploration, hostile 
Indian attack, death and mystery. Best of all, it takes place on the shores of Lake Ada, and might even be true! 

On August 3rd, 1960, two children, Michelle Chevalier, 13, and her brother, Ludwig "Butch" Chevalier, 15, set 
out on a frog hunting expedition in a clearing near their cabin. Michelle and Butch, along with their mother and 
grandparents, were staying at a cabin on Lake Ada owned by Hollis Johnson of St. Paul. The cabin is now the 
property of Gloria Freeman. The Chevaliers told of pursuing a frog, which took refuge beneath a small 
hummock. Reaching in to capture the frog, the pair instead discovered a damp chipboard-covered booklet 
containing several crumpled pages. The booklet was shown to Glenn Hines, operator of Ada Pine Beach 
Resort. The resort was nearby and its store was a convenient shopping center and gathering spot for 

neighborhood cabin owners. Hines, realizing the Chavaliers had found 
something very unusual, took the find to Clem Plattner, president of the 
Cass County Historical Society. Platner described what he saw as, 
"crumpled and almost decomposed... Dampness had separated the heavy 
rag content paper used in the diary. Chipboard top and bottom covers 
protecting the sheets almost disintegrated when we handled them." Plattner, 
Jake Licke, also of the Cass County Historical Society, and Jack Connor of 
the Minneapolis Star Tribune immediately drove to Lake Ada to examine the 
site and interview the Chevaliers. They found, in Plattner's words, "an 
interesting, charming and excited family." The diary was forwarded to the 
Minnesota Historical Society for further examination. 

Results, received two months later, expressed the belief the diary could be 
authentic. The ink used was Prussian blue and the paper of high rag 
content, both typical writing materials of the period. The fact that the 
document was discovered in an area of sand and "gravely" soil could have 
had a bearing on its state of preservation. The chipboard covers may also 
have helped protect the pages. 

Richard Ottermann's diary, currently part of the documents collection of the 
Minnesota History Center in St. Paul, consists of four tattered 10.5" x 7" 
sheets, plus one page-fragment containing a partial shopping list. The diary 
accounts the adventures of five gold-seekers: Richard "Rick" Ottermann, 

Jim Kake and three others known to us only as Arthur, Tom and Jake. It documents 13 days, July 22 through 
August 3, 1887, during which time Ottermann and his party were evidently searching for gold near Lake Ada. 
The last entry tells of an attack on the party by Indians and of Jim Kake's decision to bury the diary. 

Page one: 
Property of Richard Ottermann  •  July 22 1887 
Have arrived at the village of Pine River, the five of us came from St Paul, we have a map of Lake ada along 

with a certain legend, tom got if off of an Indian who he got into a fight with. the legend is that there is a creek 
leading from lake ada to a very shallow lake in the middle of this lake is a large island with gold on it where the 
Indians once made many trinkets out of pure gold the Indians are supposed to be on reservations now and the 
way is by the creek because it is surrounded by an large marsh. we came from st Paul by train and bought 
horses at brainerd. we bought 6 horses and one mule we took the C, S P, M & O Railroad we are going to by 
our supplies here in Pine River and leave tomorrow early in the morning for the lake. we have (to)l(d) no one 
were we are going. 

A page fragment contains a partial shopping list: 
Plates, cups. coffee pot, cooking kettles, lariet rope, 1 pound of flour, flints, salt, Winchester, syrup, fishing 

line and hooks 
bought all we needed at Jakes Trading Post 

July 23 1887 - We have arrived at the Lake and are camped on the south shore it is late and we will set up 
camp tomorrow. it is absolulity beutiful up here. 

July 24 1887 - Set up the camp today. the mule wandered away while looking for it we found two old Indian 
canoes which needed a little fixing this was a lucky break for us because we were going to have to build rafts. 
we found the mule a little later. 



July 25 1887 - Went hunting and fishing today. Arthur dug the worms and I had to fix the poles tom a(nd) Jim 
went hunting and Jake stayed in camp. they got 2 peasant 3 squirrel and one small bear we got 15 blue perch 
2 bass and one pickeral which we smoked to keep fresh. 

Page three: At this point a short unreadable entry is almost entirely covered by an inkblot 
July 26 1887 - We looked over the Lake today tommorow we will start searching it. Here is an appoximate 

map of it 
The drawing includes a compass rose and the headings "Lake ADA", "camp", "INLET", and "CREEK". It 

depicts the island with the annotation, "weeds very shallow" and the channel to the north bay, "shallow and 
weedy." The map also includes two X's indicating the area explored in the July 27th entry. 

Note the separation of the southern portion of the island - just as it appears today. The bulrushes in the north 
bay channel were much more numerous, as they were as recently as the 1960's. 

July 27 1887 - We searched all of the south and west shore to the mark on the map and found nothing. we 
will start searching the inlet tommorow 

July 28 1887 - The inlet is larger and more dangerous than we thought we search the south end today but the 
north end is far too dangerous to be searched by canoe, so we will have to make the rafts anyhow we are 
pretty sure it is in there. 

July 29 1887 - We started to build the rafts today we are making them 4 logs wide because if the creek is in 
there we will have to use them to go up it. we made one and cut the logs for the other. 

Page four: 
July 30 1887 - We finished the rafts today and went fishing now we are going to rest for the rest of the day 

still no signs of Indians. 
July 31 1887 - Searched the whole north end but didn't find the creek we went over it twice, it looks like we 

built the rafts for nothing 
August 1, 1887 - We searched the north end of the lake today and found it. it is quite wide and deep compared 
to what we thought it was going to be like. 

August 2, 1887 - We made everything ready for leaving tomorrow. the horses have long ropes so they will be 
able to eat grass until we come back which should be soon. 

Page five: 
August 3, 1887 - We are leaving right now, it is about 12 o’clock we should be there by tonight we hope. 
New entry - now in a different hand: 
I'm Jim Kake:  We got part of the way up and were attacked by Indians. The rest must have been killed or 

taken prisoner when were attacked, Rick got shot first which tipped our boat over I stayed under it until it hit 
some reed there I stayed until it was completely quit then I headed for camp but the horses were gone I 
stopped here to bury the diary the reason the pebbles were in the bottle is when the water takes the bottle from 
the bank where I am going to bury it the waves will carry it out and it will stay on the bottom until a few big 
storms in either direction should put it on shore in about 20 (26?) years from it should be found by . . . 
unreadable/missing 

Page six: 
If I ever get out of here alive I will come back for it. I’m going to hide in the north end of the Inlet I hope they 

don't find me I take the rest of the papers to make a few fires with if I can get far enough away from here I think 
it will be safe. 

I go now maybe to never be seen or heard of again, as it is very doubtful I will ever get out of here alive. 
End of diary. 
Jim Kake didn't return for the diary. Rick, Jim, Arthur, Tom and Jake were missing without a trace. No records 

or stories have since produced anything to shed light on the men's ultimate fates and, thus far, attempts to gain 
information through either the Minnesota Historical Society or St. Paul Police Missing Persons have met with 
no success. 
 


